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A B S T R A C T   

Research on performance-based contracts (PBCs) has emphasized outcome uncertainty (lack of outcome 
attributability) as an obstacle to applying such contracts effectively and has investigated possible ways to 
mitigate this uncertainty. Most studies primarily address dyadic buyer-supplier contracts and the uncertainty 
that originates in the environment or in buyer behaviour. However, suppliers often also depend on other sup-
pliers and sub-suppliers in the process of outcome creation. Such reciprocal interdependencies between more 
than two parties cannot easily be addressed through dyadic contracts. This paper examines how effective 
multiparty PBCs can be designed to align the interests of multiple suppliers. To develop our a priori con-
ceptualisation, we first review the literature and identify the factors that affect suppliers’ willingness to engage in 
PBCs, drawing on Expectancy theory to unravel the motivational effects of rewards. We then use case studies 
from the construction sector to investigate how these factors apply to multiparty PBCs and identify specific 
variables that influence supplier motivation in such settings. Based on our findings, we propose that expectancy 
(the relationship between effort and performance) is enhanced by parties’ joint participation in the planning and 
control of project activities, their reputation, and specific contractual elements such as the codification of 
collaboration or reward design in hybrid PBCs. Instrumentality (the link between performance and reward) is 
primarily affected by the perceived fairness of the reward sharing and codified collaboration, and valence (the 
relationship between reward and supplier objectives) is mainly influenced by the monetary amounts at stake.   

1. Introduction 

Manufacturing servitization and the quest for supplier innovative-
ness are some of the drivers for buyers seeking to pay their suppliers for 
outputs rather than inputs (Hypko et al., 2010; Sumo et al., 2016). To do 
so, buyers apply performance-based contracts (PBCs), which link at least 
part of the supplier reward to the transaction results desired by the buyer 
(Selviaridis and Wynstra, 2015). Yet, PBCs are complex to design and 
implement (Selviaridis and Norrman, 2014). Connecting even part of the 
reward to the outcome that is not known ex ante substantially increases 
the risk for the supplier. This is why suppliers are often reluctant to 
engage in such contracts (Gruneberg et al., 2007; Steinbach et al., 2018). 
Buyers can sometimes impose a PBC on suppliers using asymmetry in 
bargaining power (Cox, 2001). However, if suppliers are not satisfied 
with the contract, they are likely to engage in self-oriented behaviour 
and disputes about contract interpretation, rather than invest effort in 
the successful execution of the transaction (Howard et al., 2014). 

According to Agency theory, in which PBC research is often 

grounded (Selviaridis and Wynstra, 2015), certain tasks and relational 
characteristics make a PBC riskier for the supplier (and thereby typically 
a suboptimal choice for the buyer). These characteristics include high 
uncertainty in the process of outcome creation (i.e. limited attribut-
ability of the outcome to supplier efforts) and the lack of prior re-
lationships between the parties (Selviaridis and Norrman, 2014; Sihag 
and Rijsdijk, 2019). Existing research has found that a PBC under such 
conditions can lead to limited supplier efforts or even opportunistic 
behaviours (Nullmeier et al., 2016; Steinbach et al., 2018). 

Recognizing that reward is a strong motivational driver (Selviaridis 
and van der Valk, 2019), several studies have focused on 
performance-based reward design as a means of compensation for the 
increased risk (Kim et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2009). Other studies have 
addressed the risk of high outcome uncertainty(low outcome attribut-
ability). Initially, the environment was seen as the main source of this 
uncertainty (Eisenhardt, 1989; Zu and Kaynak, 2012). More recently, 
researchers have studied the uncertainty that originates in buyer 
behaviour and have suggested ways in which it may be mitigated or 
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accounted for in PBCs (Nullmeier et al., 2016; Akkermans et al., 2019). 
In contrast, uncertainty that originates from the interdependence 

among suppliers and among suppliers and sub-suppliers has received 
limited attention in the context of PBCs. The behaviour of other (sub-) 
suppliers is a potential source of uncertainty if the focal supplier is 
dependent on them in the process of outcome creation, which mainly 
occurs when the product and transformation process are complex 
(Caldwell et al., 2009). Selviaridis and Norrman (2014) suggest 
cascading PBCs to sub-suppliers and transferring part of the risk using 
bilateral supplier – sub-supplier contracts. However, this approach is 
rarely used: sub-suppliers typically perceive PBCs as too risky because 
they lack sufficient information about the process of outcome creation 
and cannot sufficiently influence the behaviour and actions of the first 
tier supplier or the buyer (Kleemann and Essig, 2013). Another way to 
address supplier interdependence is to apply multiparty PBCs. This 
happens in the construction industry (Walker et al., 2002; Caldwell 
et al., 2009; Eriksson, 2015). However, while these studies note the use 
of such contracts, they focus on relational governance mechanisms in 
complex projects and pay scant attention to the set of PBC parties, the 
incentive alignment in the supply chain, and the mitigation of low 
outcome attributability (Randall et al., 2010; Selviaridis and Wynstra, 
2015). Setting up an effective PBC that acknowledges interdependencies 
between two parties is complex (Akkermans et al., 2019). Doing so for 
many actors is even more challenging. However, multiparty PBCs could 
help align the diverging goals and agendas of multiple interdependent 
parties participating in the outcome creation (Brown et al., 2001; 
Anvuur and Kumaraswamy, 2007; Artto et al., 2016). Given the overall 
paucity of research on multiparty PBCs, we aim to contribute to the 
literature by investigating the following research question: 

Which factors motivate suppliers to engage in a multiparty 
performance-based contract? 

We define a multiparty PBC as a contract in which two or more 
suppliers (or sub-suppliers) are offered a shared reward linked to the 
same performance target. Although each party contributes to the 
outcome, none of them fully controls the process of its creation. 

While supply chain management (SCM) research recognizes the 
value and the need to study the contract management phase (Nullmeier 
et al., 2016; Van der Valk et al., 2020), we focus on the contract design 
and conduct an in-depth investigation into how such contracts can be 
developed to be genuinely accepted by suppliers. Given the scarcity of 
research on multiparty PBCs, this seems a useful first step in the building 
of a better understanding of these contracts. 

As the literature on PBCs has not yet focused on the specifics of 
multiparty setting, we position our study as theory elaboration (Ketokivi 
and Choi, 2014), which is appropriate when a theory has been formu-
lated but falls short of explaining certain phenomena (Fisher and 
Aguinis, 2017). It includes two parts: conceptualisation and analysis of 
empirical data. Therefore, we start with a literature review to identify 
the factors that affect suppliers’ willingness to engage in PBCs. Our 
conceptualisation draws mainly on Expectancy theory (Vroom, 1964; 
Rose and Manley, 2011). Unlike earlier research on PBC, Expectancy 
theory does not only consider the factors that affect the relationship 
between effort and performance (‘expectancy’), but also the links be-
tween performance and reward (‘instrumentality’) and between reward 
and supplier objectives (‘valence’). It, therefore, brings a more 
fine-grained view on supplier motivation. To our knowledge, our study 
is the first to use this theory in SCM research on PBCs. The empirical part 
of our paper includes a comparative case study of multiparty contracts in 
the construction sector, through which we validate our initial con-
ceptualisation and identify additional variables that influence supplier 
motivation. This industry provides a setting where multiparty PBCs are 
applied, and various actors (e.g. buyers, first tier suppliers, and 
sub-suppliers) are involved in such contracts. This allows us to study a 
variety of multiparty PBCs, thereby increasing the generalisability of our 

findings beyond this particular sector. 

2. Theoretical background 

Previous research on PBC has established several factors that affect 
supplier motivation to accept an uncertain reward under a bilateral PBC 
and has grouped them in three broad categories: outcome uncertainty 
and attributability; collaborative relational characteristics; reward 
design (Selviaridis and Norrman, 2014). To build a theoretical model of 
supplier motivation, we draw on Expectancy theory which states that 
the motivational effect of a reward results from relationships between 
supplier’s effort, performance, reward amount, and organisational ob-
jectives. We provide an integrated conceptualisation of how outcome 
uncertainty, collaborative relationships, and reward design affect re-
lationships between the key constructs of Expectancy theory. 

2.1. Expectancy theory and motivational effect of reward 

Financial reward for suppliers is a key extrinsic motivator to 
collaborate (Kadefors, 2004), as private businesses are strongly “[…] 
driven by financial value creation.” (Caldwell et al., 2009, p.180). 
However, it does not mean that the offered reward will automatically 
have the desired motivational effect, because the relationship between 
financial incentives, commitment, trust, and motivation is complex 
(Bresnen and Marshall, 2000). Expectancy theory (Vroom, 1964; Porter 
and Lawler, 1968; Parijat and Bagga, 2014) explains the motivational 
effect of reward. It addresses individual (employee) motivation but has 
also been applied at the organisational level to explain supplier moti-
vation to perform in a transaction (Rose and Manley, 2010, 2011). Ex-
pectancy theory posits that motivation results from the relationships 
(motivation antecedents) between four variables: employee’s (or sup-
plier organisation’s) effort, performance, financial reward, and objec-
tives. These relationships are expectancy, instrumentality, and valence. 
Expectancy is the perception that effort will lead to the required per-
formance level. Instrumentality is the belief that performance will result 
in a financial reward. Valence reflects the value of the reward in relation 
to personal (organisational) objectives. According to Expectancy theory, 
overall motivation is the multiplicative result of these three antecedents: 
if any of these is absent, the offered reward will have no motivational 
effect. 

2.2. Outcome uncertainty/attributability 

One of the factors contributing to the risk of a PBC is the supplier’s 
perception of a lack of control over the process of outcome creation, or 
outcome uncertainty. Outcome uncertainty is the opposite of outcome 
(performance) attributability (Selviaridis and Norrman, 2014; Nullme-
ier et al., 2016). If suppliers believe that other factors rather than their 
effort affect the outcome, they will perceive low outcome attributability 
(Selviaridis and Norrman, 2014). Prior research has identified various 
sources of outcome uncertainty (You et al., 2018) and ways to address it 
(see Table 1). 

The behaviour of other suppliers and sub-suppliers can be a source of 
uncertainty for a focal supplier, particularly when it is dependent on 
others in the process of outcome creation. To better understand the issue 
of interdependence in the context of a multiparty PBC, it is helpful to 
examine supply chain interdependence (Dubois et al., 2004), which may 
take three forms: pooled, sequential, and reciprocal (Bygballe and Jahre, 
2009). These types of interdependence differ in terms of complexity and 
call for different mitigation approaches (Thompson, 2003). In the case of 
pooled interdependence, (sub-)suppliers may serve several of their cli-
ents (first tier suppliers) using shared resources. Their ability to provide 
input to each customer depends on their services to others. Such inter-
dependence can be addressed by standardising processes, products, and 
services. Sequential interdependence means that suppliers are contin-
gent in their performance on the input of their sub-suppliers or other 
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suppliers. This can be coordinated by careful planning. Reciprocal 
interdependence is the most complex and, by default, incorporates the 
other two types. It exists when the output of one party becomes the input 
for another party, which in turn affects the production processes of the 
first in terms of timing, quality requirements, or quantities. Such inter-
dependence can only be managed through mutual adjustments 
(Thompson, 2003). All three types of interdependence are present in the 
construction industry (Bygballe and Jahre, 2009; Bankvall et al., 2010). 
However, due to the complexity of transformation processes and prod-
ucts, reciprocal interdependence plays a dominant role (Walker and 
Lloyd-Walker, 2015). 

Standardisation, planning, and mutual adjustment as dependency 
mitigation measures differ in the level of required effort and cost. 
Mutual adjustment requires investment in communication and decision- 
making and is the most expensive and complex. For that reason, it 
should not be pursued if other measures are sufficient. To minimize the 
cost of mutual adjustment, interdependent units should be placed next 
to each in the organisational structure (Thompson, 2003). Following this 
logic, a multiparty PBC should not be applied if there is no actual 
‘technical’ reciprocal interdependence among parties. However, if it 
exists, organising interdependent parties under one contract may reduce 
the cost of coordination, as they would be inclined to invest in 
communication and collaborative decision-making to succeed. 

In a situation of reciprocal interdependence, (sub-)suppliers would 
perceive a bilateral PBC as unattractive due to low outcome attribut-
ability, as they are highly dependent on the inputs and efforts (capa-
bilities and motivation) of other parties in the process of outcome 
creation (Selviaridis and Norrman, 2014; Nullmeier et al., 2016). This is 
why parties that experience reciprocal interdependency may be rather 
placed under one contract to facilitate mutual adjustment and reduce 
the buyer’s cost of such complex management (Thompson, 2003). In 
other words, a multiparty PBC can mitigate the perception of low 
outcome attributability to the extent that it mirrors the actual technical 
or process interdependencies between the parties. 

The outcome attributability of the supplier can be linked to the 
relationship between effort and performance in Expectancy theory. To 
ensure positive expectancy, the supplier needs to believe that it can 

control the outcome creation process and that its effort will lead to the 
achievement of set targets. In the context of a multiparty PBC and 
reciprocal interdependency between its parties, outcome attributability 
and thus expectancy also strongly relates to the perception of other 
parties’ capabilities and motivation to perform. 

2.3. Collaborative relationships 

Research suggests that low outcome attributability encourages the 
supplier to develop collaborative relationships with the buyer (Selviar-
idis and Norrman, 2014). A collaborative relationship between the 
buyer and supplier is likely, ceteris paribus, to motivate the supplier to 
establish similar links with sub-suppliers (Selviaridis and Norrman, 
2014; Steinbach et al., 2018). Collaborative relationships encourage 
parties to openly and proactively share information with each other and 
to avoid information asymmetry (Aben et al., 2021). The literature also 
stresses the importance of prior collaborative relationships for success of 
PBCs (Selviaridis and Norrman, 2015). Past collaborative ties affect the 
buyer’s selection of parties, especially when collaboration is important 
for a new project (Crespin-Mazet et al., 2015). Prior collaboration also 
enhances trust, which is necessary to take risks in interorganisational 
relationships (Rousseau et al., 1998). In the context of our study, this 
means that trust allows parties’ accepting a contract with an uncertain 
reward that depends on the performance of multiple parties (Selviaridis 
and Norrman, 2014). 

However, due to the fragmented nature of the construction sector, 
short-term, formal, arm’s length relationships between clients1 and 
contractors are historically common in the industry (Cox, 2001; Gadde 
and Dubois, 2010; Eriksson et al., 2019). They translate into adversarial 
relationships with subcontractors, in which abuse of bargaining power 
and focus on price are common features (Caldwell et al., 2009; Mar-
tinsuo and Ahola, 2010). As the set of parties is likely to vary from 
project to project, there are also no long-term intense exchanges be-
tween organisations which are required to build trust (Kadefors, 2004; 
Gadde and Dubois, 2010). 

According to Expectancy theory, collaborative relationships between 
PBC parties may affect instrumentality – suppliers’ belief that they will 
be treated fairly and that their performance will be fairly measured and 
credited, leading to the reward payout. For example, transparency in 
information sharing and perception of fair treatment by the buyer can 
ensure positive instrumentality. 

2.4. Performance-based reward design 

A performance-based reward affects supplier behaviour and the 
relationship between the contract parties (Howard et al., 2014). 
Recognizing this, scholars from multiple research fields (including 
general management, operations and supply chain management, and 
marketing management) have studied performance-based reward 
design (Kim et al., 2007; Oflaç et al., 2012; Selviaridis and van der Valk, 
2019). Researchers have identified a number of success factors for 
financial incentives. For example, the performance targets should be 
achievable and flexible to accommodate for uncertainties in project 
execution; otherwise, they will have no motivational effect (Bower et al., 
2002; Rose and Manley, 2010; Eriksson and Westerberg, 2011). Per-
formance measurement mechanisms also need to be clear and trans-
parent (Broome and Perry, 2002; Selviaridis and Norrman, 2015). 
Finally, the reward amount needs to be higher than in traditional 
input-based contracts to be perceived as attractive and to compensate 

Table 1 
Sources and mitigation measures of outcome uncertainty.  

Source of 
uncertainty 

How uncertainty affects 
supplier motivation and 
effort under a PBC 

Possible mitigation actions 

External 
environment 

•Risk transfer is too 
expensive for buyers if 
uncertainty is high ( 
Eisenhardt, 1989) 
•Negative effect on supplier 
effort and inputs; increased 
risk of shirking (Zu and 
Kaynak, 2012; Nullmeier 
et al., 2016) 

•Limited; PBC is not 
acceptable if external 
uncertainty is high (Nullmeier 
et al., 2016) 

Buyer inputs 
and 
behaviour 

•Lack of trust, hierarchical 
attitude, micro-management 
restricts supplier freedom and 
motivation (Steinbach et al., 
2018) 
•Restrictions on supplier 
decrease link between 
supplier’s work and 
outcomes, reducing its 
overall efforts (Nullmeier 
et al., 2016) 

•Collaborative KPIs measure 
and reward both parties’ 
performance (Akkermans 
et al., 2019) 
•Buyer engagement in 
outcome monitoring and 
coordinating activities ( 
Nullmeier et al., 2016) 

Other suppliers •Dependency on sub- 
suppliers in outcome 
creation; increased risk 
perception, even if reward is 
high (Selviaridis and 
Norrman, 2014) 

•Bilaterally cascading the PBC 
to sub-suppliers (Selviaridis 
and Norrman, 2014) 
•Multiparty PBC (Walker 
et al., 2002; Caldwell et al., 
2009; Eriksson, 2015)  

1 While ‘buyer’ and ‘supplier’ are general terms for transaction parties, it is 
common to refer to ‘clients’ and ‘contractors’ in the context of construction 
projects. We will use ‘client’ and ‘contractor’ terms while drawing on the 
construction management or project management literature and in the analysis 
of our empirical data collected in the construction sector. 
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the supplier for the increased risk (Bubshait, 2003; Selviaridis and 
Norrman, 2014). 

The reward sharing ratio between PBC parties is an important deci-
sion in the multiparty setting. The simplest method is sharing the reward 
in equal portions. However, as the parties’ contribution to the outcome 
may vary, this method may be perceived as unfair. Alternatively, the 
reward can be shared proportionally to the invested effort, following the 
principles of distributive justice (Kadefors, 2005). In practice there is 
quite some variation (Bubshait, 2003; Badenfelt, 2008). For example, 
some managers suggest that in bilateral contracts the contractor should 
get a bigger share (up to 70%), some suggest equal sharing, and some 
advocate leaving a large portion of savings to the client (Kadefors and 
Badenfelt, 2009). 

Several types of PBCs that vary in the levels of financial risk are 
applied in the construction sector, where these contracts are typically 
called ‘incentive’ agreements (Rose and Manley, 2010). In the simplest 
form, performance incentives can be added to any input-based contract, 
for example, schedule-related incentives in cost-reimbursable agree-
ments (see Appendix A for an explanation of the most common types of 
contracts in the construction sector). This approach creates a ‘hybrid’ 
contract that combines a more certain input-based reward and a 
performance-based reward (Berends, 2000). An example of a ‘pure’ PBC 
is a ‘cost plus incentive fee’ agreement, where the contractor’s actual 
costs are covered, and its maximum possible profit (typically ex ante 
defined as a percentage related to costs) is tied to certain performance 
parameters. The contractor can also incur penalties if these parameters 
are not met (Al-Harbi, 1998). Another type of PBC is a ‘target cost’ 
contract, under which the client and contractor share savings from the 
agreed project cost and also losses if the cost is exceeded, so the potential 
financial outcome is not known ex ante to any of the parties (Broome and 
Perry, 2002; Kadefors and Badenfelt, 2009). 

In sum, various aspects of performance-based reward design may 
affect all three motivational antecedents of Expectancy theory. The level 
of set targets may affect expectancy. If the targets are too ambitious, 
actors may perceive that effort will not lead to the required performance 
levels. The chosen sharing ratio may lead to a perception of (un)fairness 
of the offered reward in relation to the performance achieved (instru-
mentality). Finally, the amount at stake can be viewed as (not) leading 
to the achievement of the desired financial objectives in relation to 
supplier goals (valence). 

2.5. Preliminary conceptual model of supplier motivation 

Expectancy theory establishes relationships between effort, perfor-
mance, reward, and supplier’s organisational objectives, thus offering a 
framework in which we can synthesise the effects on supplier motivation 

for all known contingencies – outcome uncertainty, collaborative re-
lationships, and reward design. In essence, our model applies the 
existing, generic concepts and relations of Expectancy theory to the 
specific context of PBCs, thereby offering a more fine-grained perspec-
tive on the relationship between PBC design and supplier motivation to 
engage in this type of contract. Fig. 1 presents our preliminary con-
ceptual model of supplier motivation. 

3. Research method 

3.1. Data collection 

We apply a comparative case study method to elaborate the litera-
ture on PBCs. Case studies can be used for different types of theory 
advancement (Voss et al., 2002; Dubois and Salmi, 2016). In theory 
elaboration, it is important to select suitable, contextual, but general-
izable cases (Ketokivi and Choi, 2014). Studying multiple cases, as 
opposed to a single case, increases the clarity of constructs and re-
lationships between them (Ridder, 2017). 

Our object of study is the design phase of a multiparty PCB, and our 
unit of analysis is a project contract. Contractors and subcontractors are 
organisations in the first and second tier of the project supply chain 
(Beach et al., 2005). The main (engineer-procure-construct (EPC), gen-
eral) contractor is selected and engaged in the project directly by the 
client. The main contractor typically develops design and engineering 
solutions and is often responsible for the overall project, procurement, 
and construction management. Subcontractors perform construction 
works on-site and can be involved by the client or main contractor, 
depending on the project implementation strategy. 

We started our data collection from a main contractor organisation 
(Contractor). We performed purposeful sampling (Dubois and Araujo, 
2007) of cases based on the application of multiparty PCBs and selected 
three cases for our study. These cases exhibit variability in two aspects 
(Flyvbjerg, 2006). First, we chose both pure and hybrid PBCs to study 
the differences in the financial reward structure. Second, the cases 
include different types of contract parties that share the rewards and 
risks. The first case only includes subcontractors, the second includes 
two Contractors and subcontractors, and the final case includes the 
client, Contractor, and subcontractors (see Fig. 2). This variety helps 
capture differences in interdependencies and associated outcome 
attributability. 

All three projects are characterised by the existence of reciprocal 
interdependence between the contract parties. Although reciprocal 
interdependence is relatively easily observed in a dyad, identifying it in 
a multiparty setting is more difficult as it is not always symmetrical (Das 
and Teng, 2001). Our study focuses on the contract design phase, but 

Fig. 1. Preliminary conceptual model of supplier motivation to engage in a PBC. 
A indicates the variable belongs to Outcome attributability, C – to Collaborative relationships, R – to Reward design. 
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interdependence primarily reveals itself in the execution phase. For this 
reason, we provide examples of anticipated rather than actual in-
terdependences in Appendix B. 

For each case, the first author conducted interviews with the project 

teams, collecting the opinions of all PBC parties (client, Contractor, 
subcontractors), which allowed for data or informant triangulation 
(Denzin, 2006; Diefenbach, 2009). We conducted 43 interviews across 
12 organisations, talking to managers from various project functions 

Fig. 2. Background, contractual and governance setup of the three projects.  
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(construction, procurement/contract management, engineering, project 
controls), as well as to the project directors and executives directly 
involved in the design and negotiation of the PBCs (see Appendix C for 
details). We asked similar questions to multiple informants to verify 
responses and followed up with questions on potential differences. In-
terviews with the Contractor employees were face-to-face, and in-
terviews with other organisations primarily took place via phone or 
online conferencing. Not all informants agreed to have the conversations 
recorded. In such cases, interview notes were completed directly after 
the discussion and sent to the interviewee for verification. 

As a form of methodological (data collection) triangulation (Denzin, 
2006), we also reviewed project and contractual documents (e.g. 
incentive contracts, partnership declarations) to help guide the inter-
view protocols and to triangulate interview data. In particular, we used 
contract payment clauses to discuss the PBC design details and related 
risks with the interviewees. 

3.2. Data analysis 

Our approach to data analysis was systematic and abductive (Dubois 
and Gadde, 2002). We jointly discussed and started data coding and 
analysis while continuing data collection. Conducting these activities in 
parallel (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Voss et al., 2002), we used the 
analyses of the first interviews and project documentation to guide our 
discussions with additional informants, and follow-ups with the man-
agers interviewed earlier. The majority of the coding (performed 
manually) was done by the first author, who possessed the most 
knowledge about the projects and collected the data. She was present in 
the Contractor organisation three days a week for six months and dis-
cussed the interpretation of findings with the project directors and 
managers and the Contractor senior management team. 

We began our analysis from the list of themes derived from our 
theoretical model. However, through the interviews and documentation 
analysis, we discovered additional themes (e.g. early involvement or 
parties’ reputation). Such themes were coded inductively. In the next 
step, we added second-level codes. Then, using axial coding, we 
aggregated all the codes into a refined list of themes. In the last step, we 
analytically linked all themes to the antecedents of supplier motivation 
(i.e. expectancy, instrumentality, and valence). Appendix D provides 
details on our data analysis. Table 2 summarises our measures to ensure 
reliability and validity (Gibbert et al., 2008; Yin, 2011). 

4. Empirical findings – within-case analysis 

To demonstrate the depth of our data collection and analysis process, 
we first present detailed findings about project Alpha. For brevity, we 
then highlight only the most important empirical findings about projects 
Beta and Gamma (more details can be found in Table 3). The within-case 
analysis is informed by the existing literature and focuses on outcome 
attributability, collaborative relationships, and reward design. 

4.1. Project Alpha 

Project Alpha involved upgrade and extension a hydrocarbon pro-
cessing plant. After signing a fixed price agreement with the Contractor, 
the client adopted a ‘hands-off’ approach to project management. 
Contractor engaged in a multiparty PBC with five subcontractors to 
transfer part of the financial risk for the project outcome to them (see 
Table 3). 

4.1.1. Outcome attributability 
All subcontractors were involved in developing the project execution 

plans. They were thus part of the process of outcome creation planning. 
“Early involvement makes the construction plans more accurate … So, you 
can make very accurate and detailed cost estimates … and you will have 
fewer exceptions later” (Executive, subcontractor D). This joint work 
improved the perception of achievability of “quite ‘sporty’, but not un-
realistic” targets (Executive, subcontractor G). 

Contractor took several steps to improve outcome attributability for 
the subcontractors. Regardless of their actual scope and timing of work, 
all parties became part of the project governing bodies – the Governance 
board consisting of parties’ executives and an Execution leadership team 
comprising construction managers. “The Execution leadership team shall 
meet daily …. and have the authority to make decisions through unanimous 
votes and the chairman will have the deciding vote in situations where the 
votes are not unanimous […].” (Article 6, Incentive Agreement). The 
commitment to collaborate and manage the project jointly became a 
contractual obligation for all parties. The interviewees mentioned that 
iputting their signature under the contract and declaration to collabo-
rate was for them an important sign of their personal and organisational 
commitment to working together. “I don’t know these companies, but the 
fact that they’ve signed the contract […] matters. I know projects where the 
client said he wanted to collaborate, but then it was nothing more than ‘lip 
service’.” (Executive, subcontractor B). Both actions improved the 
perception of control over the process of outcome creation. The codifi-
cation of collaborative intentions also positively affected belief in each 
other’s commitment to the set targets. 

Some parties had concerns about their dependence on others in 
earning the reward. For example, subcontractor A raised the point that 
all PBC parties were dependent on the quality and timeliness of engi-
neering documentation provided by Contractor, who did not bear any 
risk under the PBC. Contractor stressed that there was no possible 
misalignment in this aspect, as “[…] it’s in our best interest to issue engi-
neering timely and without rework, as we have the final and the biggest risk in 
this project” (Engineering manager, Contractor). Despite these concerns, 
all parties signed the PBC. Subcontractors were optimistic about the 
proposed project execution model, although they understood it was 
risky. “I think this is the only reasonable and fair model, if everybody who 
signed up for it truly believes in it, behaves in that way, and pushes for its 
implementation.” (Executive, subcontractor D). 

4.1.2. Collaborative relationships 
Contractor had previously worked with all the subcontractors but in 

different projects. Subcontractor B was new to all other subcontractors. 
The others shared a certain degree of familiarity, albeit not in collabo-
rative projects. However, the subcontractors mentioned that the lack of 
prior collaborative relationships was not an issue. Instead, they stressed 
the importance of trust in Contractor’s managerial capabilities and other 

Table 2 
Actions to ensure methodological quality.  

Internal validity 
Quality of logical reasoning 

•Various streams of research literature used 
•Two theoretical perspectives to frame and 
analyse cases 

Construct validity 
Quality of operationalization of 
theoretical constructs 

•Triangulation of interview data with 
documents and discussions with multiple 
interviewees (triangulation of informants) 
•Interviews with all parties and with various 
levels of employees (project team and 
executives) engaged in the PBC to collect all 
points of view 

External validity 
Analytical generalisability of 
empirical findings to theory 

•Fine-grained analysis of each case and cross- 
case 
•Linking findings to the literature for 
analytical generalisation and elaboration 
•Extensive discussions of findings with 
multiple managers 

Reliability 
Transparency of explanation, 
ability to replicate research 

•Interview guide adjusted for informants 
(client, Contractor, subcontractors) 
•List of all interviewees 
•Documented data analysis approach  
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parties’ reputation. “I think here you need to trust him [Contractor] to 
choose the parties […] If I see a very small company at the table […] which 
has never done such a project, then of course, I won’t trust them or believe we 
can collaborate. But that risk is really small.” (Executive, subcontractor D). 
“When I hear the names of the companies that I’m going to work with – I 
know what to expect from them, as this is a relatively small world, and you 
can’t hide your reputation.” (Executive, subcontractor C). 

All subcontractors agreed that Contractor made a genuine effort to 
behave openly and fairly during the project negotiations and avoided 
traditional, hierarchical discussions. To ensure a collaborative spirit, the 
Partners Declaration codified four relational principles: partnership 
(“We function as one team with one brain”), respect (“We are respectful 
and are known for generous acts of collaboration”), ownership (“Being 
responsible matters and is in everybody’s interest”), and transparency 
(“Information flows freely and openly from everyone involved”). Parties 

also waived their rights to engage in disputes. “Each party hereby waives 
its rights to make any claims for costs, damages, or losses […] from another 
party in case any of the targets or incentives are not met by any of the parties 
for any reason.” (Article 8, Incentive Agreement). All this emphasized 
joint responsibility and commitment to transparency in information 
sharing. 

4.1.3. Reward design 
Bilateral unit rate contracts were signed to compensate sub-

contractors for the incurred costs and accommodate for their specific 
rates and scope. No profit margin was incorporated in the rates; all profit 
was put at risk under the PBC. Thus, this was a pure PBC form, regardless 
of the bilateral contracts. This approach was taken to eliminate sub-
contractors’ focus on individual goals. “The idea is very simple; you want a 
commercial model that only supports behaviours that are needed for the 

Table 3 
PBC background, actions to improve outcome attributability, collaborative relationships, and reward design.   

Project Alpha Project Beta Project Gamma 

Background of multiparty PBC •Decision about collaborative execution and 
PBC adoption early in the engineering phase 
•The client is a financial holding and is not 
involved in PBC or project management 
•Contractor adopts and designs the PBC to 
foster collaboration and transfers financial risk 
to the subcontractors under a fixed-price 
contract 
•Parties who share reward/risk: 5 
subcontractors 

•Collaborative approach and PBC 
introduced early in the EPC phase 
•The client designs PBC and negotiates 
it with Contractors and the 
subcontractors 
•PBC shapes cooperation and 
coordination so that each party “drives 
performance in the project’s best 
interest” 
•Parties who share reward/risk: 2 
Contractors (Contractor and Contractor 
II), 3 subcontractors 

•Alliance and PBC considered by the client 
from the very beginning 
•The client designs the PBC and negotiates it 
with the main contractor and subcontractors 
Parties who share reward/risk: client, 
Contractor and 3 subcontractors 

Actions to improve outcome 
attributability 

•Early involvement of subcontractors to verify 
project plans/cost 
•Collaborative project governance: 
Governance board, Execution leadership team 
•Decisions taken unanimously. If not, 
Contractor has the final deciding vote 
•Reliance on the Contractor’s management 
capabilities and choice of parties 
•Parties rely on technical and managerial 
reputation of each other in the absence of 
established or prior collaborative relationships 
•Intention to collaborate codified in a formal 
document (Incentive Agreement) 

•Collaborative project governance 
through Alliance Board and Integrated 
management team 
•Highly integrated project management 
team – all parties take project-related 
decisions 
•Decisions by majority vote. The client 
has the deciding vote 
•‘Shadow of the past’ in collaborative 
projects for most parties 
•Intention to collaborate codified in a 
formal document (Alliance Agreement) 

•Early involvement of subcontractors to 
verify project plans and identify cost saving 
opportunities 
•Collaborative project governance: Alliance 
board, Project management, Execution teams 
•Decisions made unanimously, including 
those related to incentive changes 
•Reliance on the client’s management 
capabilities and choice of parties 
•Parties rely on the technical and managerial 
reputation of each other in the absence of 
established collaborative relationships 
•Intention to collaborate codified in a formal 
document (Alliance Contract) 

Collaborative relationships •Most subcontractors have prior work 
experience with each other 
•Contractor has prior experience of working 
with each party 
•Partners Declaration signed by all parties 
(principles of trust, respect, transparency, 
openness) 
•Disputes about partners’ performance are 
contractually prohibited 
•Non-hierarchical behaviour of Contractor in 
contract negotiation 
•Subcontractors can raise and discuss their 
concerns during contract negotiations 

•Subcontractors join project based on 
previous collaborative experience 
•All parties have prior experience of 
working together (in different projects) 
•Collaborative development of the 
project governance/management 
system 
•Parties can openly raise and discuss 
their concerns about collaborative 
framework 
•Highly integrated project management 
team - all parties take project-related 
decisions 

•No prior collaborative experience in the 
same circle of participants 
•The client has prior experience of working 
together with all parties 
•One alliance contract, open-book 
accounting, no bilateral contracts – full 
transparency 
•Non-hierarchical and aligned behaviour of 
the client and Contractor in negotiations 
•Subcontractors can openly raise and discuss 
their concerns during alliance negotiations 
•No-blame principles developed and signed 
by all parties 

Reward design 
Not all numbers are reported; sharing 
ratios are slightly altered compared to 
real contracts for confidentiality 

•Reward linked to target completion date and 
target administrative budget 
•Sharing ratios: 15%-20%-35%-20%–10%, 
based on estimated individual contribution 
•100% profit at risk for each party; no other 
possibilities to make a profit 
•Bilateral unit rate contracts only cover costs 
•Reward flexibility: target date may be 
changed if client agrees 
•Target measurement: all project info is shared 
with all parties daily 

•Reward linked both to the schedule 
(completion date) and target cost 
•Sharing ratios: each party gets 20% 
•No risk side in incentive contract 
•Bilateral contracts: cost-reimbursable 
for Contractors; unit rate for 
subcontractors 
•PBC is a bonus, as profit margin is 
included in bilateral contracts 
•Reward flexibility: no adjustments 
mechanisms 
Target measurement: all project info is 
shared with all parties daily 

•Reward linked to the target cost 
•Savings from the target cost: client 35%, 
Contractor 30%, subcontractors 9%-16%– 
10%, based on estimated individual 
contribution 
•Risks of exceeding target costs: client – not 
capped; Contractor − 10%; subcontractors – 
5% of the revenue 
•100% of profit at risk for each party; no 
other possibilities to make profit in. project 
•Reward flexibility: Alliance board can adjust 
target cos 
•Target measurement: all project info is 
shared with all parties daily  
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project, and the only way you can behave is to collaborate […] It’s not rocket 
science!” (Project director, Contractor). At the same time, it was clear 
that the subcontractors would need a higher reward than usual to accept 
such risk. The Contractor organisation decided to set a reward of about 
200% of the typical expected profit margin. All parties agreed that the 
reward was high enough to show interest in this project. “These numbers 
– if we can achieve them […] would make it one of the best, maybe even the 
best project for us in the last few years” (Executive, subcontractor A). 
Subcontractors also found that the risk was fair, as “[…] yes, if you cause 
trouble, you pay for it, that’s fair enough” (Construction manager, sub-
contractor E). 

Only one subcontractor questioned the reward sharing approach, 
whereas others had no concerns. “You may discuss that some of us have 
more risk than others […], but in the end, we can all earn pretty good money, 
and if we give our best resources and time to that project, the approach is ok” 
(Executive, subcontractor D). The parties also said that it was important 
for them to believe that Contractor has their best interests in mind, based 
on his reputation: “If there is good prior experience, then sub[contractor]s 
will work the best they can, when they are sure that […] Contractor has their 
best interests in mind.” (Construction manager, subcontractor E). 

4.2. Projects Beta and Gamma 

4.2.1. Outcome uncertainty and attributability 
In project Beta, all parties collaboratively discussed the setup of the 

project management approach and decision-making rights. The Alliance 
Agreement, signed by the parties’ executives, codified these arrange-
ments. The project team was highly integrated: employees from all 
parties were selected for key positions based on merit and were 
empowered to make decisions on the project’s behalf. Thus, there was a 
perception of collaboration, control of, and involvement in the process 
of outcome creation. 

In project Gamma, the client designed the governance system and 
then discussed it with all parties. One of the subcontractors described 
the discussion as “fierce but good” (Executive, subcontractor A). In this 
project, all decisions were taken unanimously at all levels of manage-
ment, which gave parties the perception of fairness and control. 

In Gamma, All PBC parties were engaged in the project early to verify 
engineering documentation, conduct constructability analysis and 
develop project plans. Together they identified cost savings and 
improvement opportunities. This approach created the perception that 
the plans were reliable and would lead to the desired outcome. 

4.2.2. Collaborative relationships 
In Project Beta, all parties except Contractor II had prior experience 

working together in collaborative projects (although not in the same 
one). The subcontractors who participated in the PBC were engaged in 
the project based on this prior positive experience. Subcontractors and 
Contractors admitted that the client made a genuine effort to behave 
collaboratively during negotiations of the collaborative setup and 
attributed this to the personalities in the team: “We also know that this 
client can look and talk very differently.” (Executive, subcontractor B). 
However, they also mentioned that the client was not flexible during the 
negotiations on performance-based targets. 

In Gamma, discussions about the PBC were open, and the parties 
were willing to collaborate. Subcontractors mentioned that it was 
important to see that the client and Contractor could work well together: 
“If they don’t have a good relationship, we often receive controversial in-
structions, and these do not lead to anything good. So seeing them agreeing 
with each other helped.” (Executive, subcontractor A). 

4.2.3. Reward design 
In projects Beta and Gamma, the client initiated, designed, and 

negotiated the PBC with other parties. In Gamma, the client even 
became a party to the PBC, explicitly sharing risks and rewards with the 
main contractor and subcontractors. These clients were large companies 

experienced in project management, which may explain their high 
involvement in the PBC design process. 

In Beta, none of the PBC parties believed that the performance-based 
reward would be paid because they all thought it would be impossible to 
achieve the targets. All parties raised this concern with the client, but the 
latter was unwilling to change them. Reflecting on the challenging 
performance targets, the client contract manager admitted that it may 
have been confusing, “[…] if we ask contractors to achieve both schedule 
and cost objectives, it’s not clear what exactly we want them to do.” Parties 
mentioned that they had agreed to sign the PBC, despite not believing in 
the achievability of targets, as “We already started the project when we 
heard the incentive part. In other words - we could not walk away as the 
project was already ongoing. If it had been a new client and we had still been 
in the tender process, we might not have signed, but in this specific situation, 
we knew the client, and he was very important for us.” (Executive, sub-
contractor D). 

Project Beta represents the ‘hybrid’ PBC model. Five parties shared 
the risk-based reward while also making a profit under the traditional 
input-based bilateral contracts. During the interviews, two sub-
contractors raised concerns that the bilateral contracts were conflicting: 
cost-reimbursable for the Contractors and unit rate for subcontractors. 
As profit is earned in different ways in such contracts (maximizing hours 
in the former, maximizing efficiency in the latter), the approach to 
problem-solving in the project would also be different, hindering 
alignment and collaboration. It indeed took a lot of effort to reach an 
agreement between the parties because of this reward conflict “[…] we 
had to convince them [Contractors] because they didn’t trust the sub-
contractors and the subcontractors didn’t trust Contractors.” (Construction 
manager, client). 

Project Gamma is a ‘pure’ PBC form, where all the profit depends on 
the savings from the target cost. In such contracts, profit is not known ex 
ante. To ensure reliable estimates of savings from the target cost, all 
subcontractors and Contractor jointly participated in project planning 
and identifying saving opportunities. 

In Gamma, the reward sharing ratio was based on the value of in-
dividual contributions. In Beta, the reward was shared in equal 20% 
portions among the five parties. One of the executives (Subcontractor A) 
did not believe this was fair and tried to discuss it with the client. Others 
mentioned that they would have paid more attention to that aspect had 
the reward been perceived as genuinely achievable. The client contract 
manager explained the reason for equal reward sharing in the following 
way: “[…] for us the impact of the parties on the result was equal, and it is 
simple. If you try to tie it to the contribution/value of the contract – what if 
then later you transfer part of the scope, how do you recalculate the incen-
tive? It becomes too complex then.” 

4.3. Conclusion 

While there were many similarities between the three projects in the 
approach to increase the perception of outcome attributability and 
create collaborative relationships, all of them used different types of 
PBCs. Motivation by the performance-based reward also varied per case. 
In project Alpha, subcontractors were satisfied with the offered contract. 
They felt motivated to work together, although some were concerned 
about the dependence on Contractor’s input. In Beta, financial reward 
did not have the motivational effect for collaboration because the parties 
perceived the target as unachievable. In Gamma, the PBC motivated the 
subcontractors to work jointly with Contractor and the client towards 
the set target cost. All actors involved strived to create a perception of its 
achievability, design a collaborative management system, and ensure 
transparency and fairness. 

5. Cross-case analysis and discussion 

As our objective is to understand the suppliers’ motivation to engage 
in a multiparty PBC, this section is structured around three antecedents 
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of motivation: expectancy, instrumentality, and valence. Our proposi-
tions relate to the context of reciprocal interdependence. We do not offer 
propositions in cases where our empirical results largely repeat previous 
findings related to bilateral PBCs. 

5.1. Factors that contribute to expectancy 

Our literature-informed assumption was that expectancy is linked to 
the perception of achievability of the set performance targets (reward 
design) as well as to the supplier’s perception of control over the 
outcome creation process and expectations about other parties’ perfor-
mance (thus, to outcome attributability). The empirical data supports 
this and shows that the role of reward design is more complex and that 
expectancy may also be affected by other factors related to collaborative 
relationships. 

The perception of achievability of targets in a multiparty contract is 
similar to the case of bilateral contracts: when performance (reward) 
targets are perceived to be non-achievable, incentives have no motiva-
tional effect, and suppliers will not respond to them by changing their 
actions or level of effort (Howard et al., 1997; Bower et al., 2002). Thus, 
positive expectancy will not be ensured. Project Beta demonstrates that 
targets can be perceived as unachievable if linked both to the tight 
schedule and ambitious cost saving targets, whereas in principle, these 
should be set as trade-offs (Meng and Gallagher, 2012; Rose and Manley, 
2010). 

Joint involvement of PBC parties in project planning also affects the 
perception of target achievability, as collaborative work on documen-
tation for the client (Alpha) and identification of improvement and 
saving opportunities (Gamma) demonstrate. This approach enhances 
the quality of project planning and constructability (Briscoe and Dainty, 
2005; Rose and Manley, 2010) and leads to improved perception of 
control over the process of outcome creation. In addition, early joint 
involvement creates positive expectations about the intentions and ca-
pabilities of other parties to perform. Thus, we propose the following: 

Proposition 1. Joint collaborative involvement in planning the outcome 
creation process is positively related to suppliers’ expectancy. 

The risk of low outcome attributability can also be reduced by 
engaging parties in joint control during project implementation (Wood 
and Gray, 1991; Thomson et al., 2009). In all three projects, each party 
had an equal opportunity to participate in the management and control 
of outcome creation, irrespective of the actual work scope and contri-
bution. Collaborative project governance and management framework 
included decision-making rights, roles and responsibilities, and conflict 
resolution procedures. This approach was used in all three projects, 
regardless of the set of PBC parties who shared the risky reward (sub-
contractors; subcontractors and Contractors; subcontractors, 
Contractor, and client). Participation in joint control and 
decision-making creates an increased perception of influence on the 
outcome, positive expectations about other parties taking similar steps 
towards the set target, and overall alignment (Rose and Manley, 2010). 
In sum, we propose the following: 

Proposition 2. Commitment to joint collaborative management and con-
trol of outcome creation is positively related to suppliers’ expectancy. 

Interviewees from all projects mentioned that collaboration as a 
contractual obligation made a difference. Formalising collaborative in-
tentions or codifying intentions to collaborate (Keller et al., 2020) sig-
nals a genuine commitment to work jointly towards the set targets. Some 
authors find that relational governance is not very important at the 
beginning of the transaction, as trust has not yet been established and 
parties rely on contracts (Benítez-Ávila et al., 2018). Others find that a 
formal incentive contract can signal trust (Dewulf and Kadefors, 2012). 
Our findings support the recent discussion related to the formal side of 
relational governance: codifying relational norms in the early phase of 
parties’ relationship affects positive expectations of parties (Keller et al., 
2020). We offer the following proposition: 

Proposition 3. Codification in contracts of the intention to collaborate in 
the process of outcome creation is positively related to suppliers’ expectancy. 

While research finds that prior collaborative relationships are 
important for the willingness to engage in a PBC (Selviaridis and Norr-
man, 2015; Nullmeier et al., 2016), in our study, parties had prior 
experience of working together in collaborative projects only in one 
case. In the other two projects, parties had varying degrees of familiarity 
and prior work experience, but some were entirely new for their coun-
terparts. Yet, the absence of direct previous collaborative experience 
was not viewed as an increased risk or an obstacle to engaging in the 
PBC. Instead, parties relied on the technical reputation of their coun-
terparts and perceived it as ability to reach the set targets. Parties also 
relied on the client’s (or Contractor’s) managerial reputation and ability 
to choose reliable subcontractors. While specific PBC studies cannot 
support this empirical finding, it is in line with the literature on inter-
organisational governance (Faems et al., 2008; Schilke and Cook, 2013) 
that finds reputation can substitute trust in the early phase of relation-
ships if prior interaction is absent. We propose the following: 

Proposition 4. The technical and managerial reputation of the PBC 
parties and the buyer positively affects suppliers’ expectancy. 

Our final observation regarding expectancy relates to the reward 
design and the hybrid PBC form. This approach is often perceived as less 
risky, as not all profit is uncertain (Berends, 2000). However, in project 
Beta, the conflicting reward schemes of bilateral contracts, applied in 
parallel with a shared PBC, created uncertainty about whether all PBC 
parties would align their efforts in working towards the set targets. This 
specific problem in the multiparty setting arises when various bilateral 
input-based contracts of the PBC parties differ (unit rates vs. cost 
reimbursable). In sum, this conflict negatively affects expectancy 
because of a perception of parties’ diverging interests: 

Proposition 5. Conflicting financial reward schemes between individual 
input-based rewards of PBC parties in case of hybrid PBC are negatively 
related to suppliers’ expectancy. 

5.2. Factors that contribute to instrumentality 

Instrumentality is related to the perception of the buyer’s and other 
parties’ openness, transparency in measuring performance and fairness 
of reward sharing. Thus, it relates to collaboration, openness in infor-
mation sharing, and performance-based reward design. Our findings 
from all three cases show that the behavioural reputation of the buyer is 
important for suppliers: does the buyer have a history of disputes and 
litigations, or is it perceived as fair in dealing with payments and claims? 
The reputation of counterparts in terms of fair treatment of others pro-
vides positive expectations about the transaction outcome (Möllering 
et al., 2004). 

Another important factor is the buyer’s negotiation behaviour that 
signals future behaviour to suppliers. Prior research confirms the 
importance of buyer behaviour in bilateral PBCs (Steinbach et al., 2018). 
Traditionally, parties with more bargaining power and a perception of 
low importance of (sub)-suppliers’ objectives in the project tend to show 
aggressive, cost-focused negotiating behaviour (Ness and Haugland, 
2005). However, as buyers aim to align all the parties’ interests towards 
one performance target, they need to change their approach to pro-
curement processes, demonstrate a lack of hierarchy, focus on project 
problem-solving, and treat other parties with respect (Eriksson, 2015). 
Our interviewees confirmed that in all projects, the client and Contractor 
behaved in an equal, simple, and open manner, rather than in a tradi-
tional aggressive and hierarchical way, and the intention to collaborate 
was perceived as genuine. In sum, in the contract design phase, the 
buyer’s reputation and negotiation behaviour affect instrumentality and 
create the perception that each party will be treated fairly and that the 
buyer will recognize everyone’s contribution. 

Codification of collaborative intentions in contracts or the formal 
side of relational governance (Keller et al., 2020) also plays a role in the 
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positive perception of instrumentality. In particular, aspects such as a 
commitment to open information sharing (all projects), early warning of 
potential problems (all projects), the contractual obligation not to have 
disputes (all projects), full transparency under one alliance contract 
(Gamma) demonstrate the willingness of all parties to work in an open, 
fair, and transparent manner towards the performance targets. We 
propose the following: 

Proposition 6. The codification of intentions to collaborate in the process 
of outcome creation is positively related to suppliers’ instrumentality. 

Another factor that affects instrumentality is the reward sharing 
approach. This factor affects the party’s perception that its share is not 
too small, and the reward of every other party is not unfairly big. Thus, it 
creates a perception of fairness. We found two approaches to defining 
the sharing ratio (Kadefors, 2005). The first offers each party an equal 
share (project Beta), and the second considers the value of individual 
work in relation to the overall construction value (Alpha and Gamma). 
While the first approach is simpler to design and manage, it is not 
necessarily perceived as fair, as each party’s level of risk and involve-
ment is different. Suppliers seem to prefer the approach that links their 
reward share to the estimated value of each contribution. However, in 
this approach it may be complex to maintain instrumentality during the 
project execution phase, for example, if the scope of work is reassigned 
among the parties. Still, in the phase of reward design that our model 
focuses on, such an approach is viewed as appropriate as it follows the 
principle of distributive justice (Rose and Manley, 2011). We formulate 
the following proposition: 

Proposition 7. The reward sharing ratio proportional to the value of the 
individual contribution is positively associated with suppliers’ 
instrumentality. 

5.3. Factors that contribute to valence 

Financial reward is one of the motivators to collaborate (Bresnen and 
Marshall, 2000). In all three projects, PBC parties perceived the offered 
reward amount to be attractive. The organisation that designed the PBC 
ensured that the offered amount exceeded profit levels in traditional 
non-incentivised projects. 

Early involvement of contractors in project Gamma also demon-
strated that joint planning (Briscoe and Dainty, 2005) helped to define 
potential savings and thus influenced the perception of the attractive-
ness of the reward (Broome and Perry, 2002; Briscoe and Dainty, 2005), 
which is particularly relevant for a target cost PBC. Thus, valence is not 
fully related to reward design but can also be linked to the transaction 
execution approach taken by the buyer. 

Although it is generally more effective to frame financial reward as 
an incentive and not a penalty (Bower et al., 2002), the risk side in the 
reward does not necessarily decrease parties’ positive expectations 
(Selviaridis and Van der Valk, 2019). We have not identified any issues 
with the design of the risk side of the incentives in the studied cases – 
potentially because the industry knows from experience that excessive 
penalties do not work (Meng and Gallagher, 2012). 

5.4. Revised conceptual model of supplier motivation 

Our empirical study shows that relationships between effort, per-
formance, reward, and motivation to work under a multiparty PBC are 
more complex than our literature-informed conceptual model suggests. 
For example, the collaboration between the parties affects not only 
instrumentality through the perception of fairness, but also contributes 
to expectancy: it increases the perception of control over and the 
commitment of other parties towards the desired outcome. 

Expectancy is the most affected by a multiparty setting, as it relates 
to the ability to perform, the perception of control over the outcome 
(outcome attributability), and to positive expectations about other 
parties’ capabilities and dedication to work towards the set target. It also 

is affected by the reward design, particularly in hybrid PBCs. Expectancy 
is also enhanced by early involvement, a codified commitment to 
collaborate, and parties’ technical and managerial reputation. 

In quite some aspects, motivation seems to operate similarly in 
bilateral and multiparty settings, in particular in valence and some 
factors related to instrumentality. Instrumentality depends on the 
buyer’s behavioural reputation and fair behaviours, and on the reward 
design sharing ratio that leads to the perception of reward fairness. 
Codifying intentions to collaborate signals parties’ intention to behave 
fairly towards each other and to transparently share information about 
progress towards the set targets and their measurement. 

Valence is ensured mainly by the amount of reward offered by the 
buyer. In the case of target cost contracts, it is also enhanced by parties’ 
early involvement in the outcome creation planning process. 

Although many factors may affect the transaction progress, and each 
party’s behaviour may change during the execution of the PBC, effective 
and clear contract design is one of the key factors for a successful 
transaction start-up (Caldwell et al., 2009) and a predictor of transaction 
success. Our revised conceptual model that demonstrates the supplier 
motivation by the performance-based reward in multiparty contract is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

6. Conclusion 

6.1. Theoretical contributions 

Our study demonstrates how a multiparty PBC can become an 
acceptable option in case of interdependence between (sub)-suppliers. 
We extend the PBC literature by discussing types of supplier interde-
pendence to understand the approach to set of parties in a multiparty 
PBC. We argue that a multiparty performance-based contract is a suit-
able choice particularly in the case of reciprocal interdependence. To 
better understand (sub-)suppliers’ willingness to work under a multi-
party PBC, we apply Expectancy theory that relates supplier motivation 
to the perception of the capability to perform and control the outcome, 
the fairness of reward sharing, and the attractiveness of the reward. To 
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that uses Expectancy 
theory in SCM research on PBCs. We also advance knowledge about 
multiparty PBCs in the context of complex projects. 

Several management actions in the contract design phase can posi-
tively affect supplier motivation to engage in a multiparty PBC. We 
propose that expectancy, or the relationship between effort and per-
formance, is enhanced by parties’ joint participation in the planning and 
control of project activities and the perceived technical and managerial 
reputation of the parties involved. Expectancy is also affected by specific 
contractual elements, namely the codification of collaboration in-
tentions and the consistency of the reward schemes of bilateral contracts 
in hybrid PBCs. Codifying collaborative intentions also enhances the 
instrumentality of performance in relation to the reward. Instrumen-
tality is additionally affected by perceived fairness of the reward sharing 
approach. As in the case of bilateral contracts, valence (the link of 
reward to the supplier’s objectives) seems mainly affected by the 
amount of the financial reward. 

6.2. Managerial contributions 

In the construction industry, bilateral incentive contracts are often 
not well received by contractors who depend on the ability of multiple 
parties to deliver a project on time and within budget. A multiparty 
contract is a solution to this issue, but it is complex to design and 
manage. We believe that our study provides preliminary but possibly 
valuable advice on multiparty PBCs for practitioners. 

A multiparty PBC can be effective when parties depend on each other 
in the ability to perform their work. We recommend that PBC parties 
engage in joint control over the transaction execution process and are 
involved early in the joint planning effort. This gives (sub-)suppliers 
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perception of control over the process, leading to the desired perfor-
mance. It is important to document the roles and responsibilities in the 
joint control process and commit to the principles of openness, fairness, 
and no blame. The written and signed agreement about control pro-
cedures and behavioural rules creates a perception of alignment of all 
participants’ interests on the set target. 

The buyer should also behave collaboratively in the contract nego-
tiations to demonstrate the commitment to work together. Our findings 
show that a lack of prior experience of working together should not be 
seen as an obstacle to setting up a multiparty PBC. However, the buyer 
should select trustworthy and high-performing parties: counterparts’ 
reputation is viewed as a proxy of their ability to perform. 

A performance-based incentive can be shared proportionally to the 
monetary value of individual input, as this approach creates a percep-
tion of fairness. Generally, a bigger reward than in traditional contracts 
needs to be considered to compensate for the increased risk. When 
applying ‘hybrid’ PBCs (a combination of traditional and performance- 
based payment), it is important to ensure that individual traditional 
contracts do not have conflicting financial goals, as these will hamper 
the alignment effort and motivational effect of the shared reward. 

6.3. Limitations and future research directions 

Our comparative case study in the construction sector allowed us to 
identify two potential contextual differences between PBCs in series 
manufacturing and in project settings. While the focus on a particular 
sector is a limitation to generalisability, it helps to bring “[…] truth of 
the real world and […] allows us to explicate the challenge and the 
solution in greater detail.” (Welch et al., 2011, p. 743). 

One context-specific feature may be the type of interdependence in 
the supply chain. A multiparty PBC creates a business model of recip-
rocal interdependence, as the profit is linked to the performance of all 
parties. Such a contract then replicates the ‘technical’ interdependence 

among project parties. In the absence of these complex in-
terdependencies, suppliers may not be willing to accept such a risky 
contract. Further research is needed in different empirical settings to 
investigate whether a multiparty PBC would be beneficial in situations 
without reciprocal interdependence among parties. 

The second potential context-specific feature is the role of the client 
(buyer) in adopting and designing a multiparty PBC. Prior SCM litera-
ture decouples PBCs between the buyer and the supplier and between 
the supplier and sup-supplier(s). It typically assumes that the supplier is 
responsible for cascading PBCs to sub-suppliers, whereas in construction 
projects, the client often assumes this role. Traditionally, the client is 
closely involved in the overall process of contractual governance in 
projects. Consequently, the role of the buyer in other empirical settings 
in the design (and management) of multiparty PBCs merits further 
investigation. 

Finally, we focused our analysis on the contract design phase only. 
While contract design is one of the predictors of transaction success, it is 
reasonable to expect that supplier motivation during the contract 
implementation phase is affected by performance challenges or poten-
tial non-collaborative behaviour of the PBC parties. Future research 
could examine how motivation to work under a multiparty PBC is 
affected by changes and challenges in the implementation process. The 
framework proposed in the current study, building on Expectancy the-
ory, may offer a suitable starting point for such future investigations. 
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APPENDICES. 

Appendix A. Contract types used in construction projects (based on the allocation of risk for reaching the outcome)  

Input-based contracts (traditional contracts) 

Cost reimbursable (cost plus, prime cost, time 
and material) 

The owner pays a fixed fee or percentage of the cost fee and reimburses the contractor for all costs associated with the project. Thus, 
the owner pays for labour, plant, and materials consumed, and these costs are charged at rates that can be checked through open 
book accounting (Ward and Chapman, 1994) 

Unit rate (schedule of rates, menu contract) Typically used when detailed work activities can be determined precisely, but the quantities of these activities are unknown. The 
contractor can accurately determine the resources required and realistic productivity rates for the detailed work activities. The 
contractor bids unit rates for these work activities, and the owner pays the contractor for the actual quantity of work based on the unit 
rates. The owner takes on the quantity risks while the contractor takes on the productivity risks (Oyetunji and Anderson, 2001). 

Fixed price (fixed fee, lump sum) The owner pays a fixed price to a contractor regardless of the actual project costs. The contractor carries all the risk of loss associated 
with higher-than-expected costs but benefits if costs turn out to be lower than expected (Ward and Chapman, 1994, 1995). 

Performance-based contracts (incentive contracts) 
Cost plus incentive fee – CPFI The parties agree to share the risk associated with the project execution. The two parties negotiate and agree on a target cost and 

target profit. Both share any deviation between the actual target costs at an agreed ratio. On completion, the contractor receives the 
target fee plus or minus his share in cost deviation (Al-Harbi, 1998) 

Target cost – TC (gain/pain share, alliance) Any cost under- or over-run against this target is split between the owner and the contractor at pre-agreed, specified proportions. 
Both parties are motivated to work together to minimize actual costs: the employer seeks to minimize the total sum paid out, and the 
contractor strives to make more profit (Broome and Perry, 2002)  

Appendix B. Examples of anticipated interdependencies between the project and PBC parties  

Client – (sub)contractors typical interdependence 
Client delivers functional requirements for Contractor to develop engineering solutions, and provides necessary work permits. Contractor needs detailed requirements to develop 
constructable solutions on time. Subcontractors cannot start working without permits. Client depends on the performance of each party in the overall project outcome. 
Contractor – subcontractors typical interdependence 
Contractor develops works schedules that affect subcontractors’ resource planning (which equipment and crews are needed and when). Work delays or rework by one of the 
subcontractors leads to rescheduling work and readjustments in resource planning. If resources are no longer available, new schedules may be needed for all parties. 

Project Alpha – example 
Contractor engages subcontractors in the project 
execution if awarded the contract. Client requires a 
competitive price. The Contractor’s price depends on the 
prices offered by each subcontractor. So, subcontractors’ 
prospects of work depend on the competitiveness of each 
party. 

Project Beta – example 
Steel modules are fabricated off-site based on 
Contractor’s drawings. The timeliness and quality of 
these drawings may impact production, delivery, 
assembly schedule of the modules, and on-site 
preparation. Late or poor quality of drawings can lead to 
delayed production. As a result, Contactor may need to 
reschedule all activities related to the modules. 

Project Gamma – example 
The project is split into 26 subprojects (the operational site 
layout is complex) and requires complex and coordinated 
scheduling of multiple subcontractors’ works in each area. 
Contractor performs overall work scheduling. Non- 
adherence to the schedule by one of the parties leads to 
complex rescheduling and readjustments of the work of 
others in multiple areas.  

Appendix C. List of the interviewees   

Organization Interviewee role Interview type Duration (in min) 

ALPHA Contractor Project executive 
Project director 
Construction manager (key informant) 
Engineering manager (key informant) 
Project controls manager 
Procurement manager 

Face to face 
Face to face 
Face to face; face to face 
Face to face; face to face 
Phone call 
Face to face; face to face 

50 min 
90 min 
90 min; 60 min 
60 min; 80 min 
67 min 
45 min; 70 min 

Subcontractor A Project executive Phone call 58 min 
Subcontractor B Project executive Phone call 60 min 
Subcontractor C Project executive 

Project manager 
WebEx call 
WebEx call 

65 min 
60 min 

Subcontractor D Project executive Phone call 57 min 
Subcontractor E Project executive 

Construction manager 
Phone call; follow-up email 
Phone call 

75 min 
54 min 

BETA Client Project executive/director 
Construction manager 
Procurement manager 
Contracts manager 
Continuous improvement manager 

Skype call 
Skype call 
Face to face, follow up phone 
Skype call 
Face to face, face to face 

60 min 
60 min 
100 min; 35 min 
72 min 
80 min; 60 min 

Contractor Project executive 
Construction manager (key informant) 
Engineering manager 
Engineering manager (later phase) 

Face to face 
Face to face; face to face 
Face to face; follow up via phone 
Face to face 

45 min 
120 min; 95 min 
50 min; 25 min 
65 min 

Contractor II Project manager Phone call 70 min 
Subcontractor F Project executive 

Construction manager 
Phone call 
Phone call 

50 min 
65 min 

Subcontractor D Project executive 
Construction manager 

Phone call 
Phone call 

70 min 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued )  

Organization Interviewee role Interview type Duration (in min) 

Subcontractor G Project executive Phone call 67 min 

GAMMA Client Project executive Phone call 57 min 
Contractor Project director (key informant) Face to face; follow up via phone 85 min 
Subcontractor F Project executive 

Construction manager 
Phone call 
Phone call 

58 min 
65 min 

Subcontractor D Project executive 
Construction manager 

Phone call 
Phone call 

55 min 
78 min 

Note: Subcontractors D and F were part of more than one project (D – all three projects, F – Beta and Gamma). 

Appendix D. Data coding and analysis process 

Step 1. Data classification into central themes informed by the literature (and preliminary conceputal model) and discovery of additional 
themes. 

The table below shows themes discussed in the interviews and analysed in the documentation – initial and added after first interviews.   

Initial themes in the interviews Initial themes in project documentation analysis  

- Responsibility for PBC design  
- Set of PBC parties (interdependence)  
- Outcome attributability  

o Target achievability  
o Own performance  
o Ability and motivation of others to perform  

- Collaborative relationships  
o Previous experience (shadow of the past)  
o Trust in PBC parties  

- PBC design  
o Targets  
o Amount  
o Risk side  
o Reward sharing  

- Attractiveness of PBC contract  

- Set of contract parties  
- PBC design  

o Reward targets  
o Reward amount  
o Risk side  
o Calculation approach  
o Sharing ratio  

- Information sharing  

New themes were discovered in the interviews and documentation/analysis of contracts.   

Added themes (inductive coding) Added themes (inductive coding)  

- Reputation of parties  
- Early involvement  
- Codification of commitment to collaborate  

- Collaborative governance and management  
- No blame approach   

Step 2. Elaboration of deductively and inductively derived themes (adding second level codes)   

Project Alpha Project Beta Project Gamma 

Interviews: 
Approach to set of PBC parties, role in the contract design, 
reciprocal interdependency, other interdependencies 
Incentive - targets, clarity, measurement, sharing ratio, 
fairness, achievability, attractiveness 
Risk-sharing ratio, risk size, fairness 
Dependency risk 
Ways to be in control, helping others, problem awareness, 
joint problem-solving, information sharing 
Collaborative management, governance board, 
management team, joint decisions, 
Dependency on main contractor 
Behaviour of main contractor and subcontractors in 
negotiations 
New party, trust, collaborative experience, prior work 
together, technical, managerial, and behavioural 
reputation 
Early contractor involvement, joint planning, saving/ 

Interviews: 
Approach to set of PBC parties, role in the contract design, 
reciprocal interdependency, other interdependencies 
Incentive - targets, clarity, measurement, sharing ratio, 
fairness, achievability, attractiveness 
Individual reward, financial goal conflict 
Risk-sharing ratio, risk size, fairness 
Dependency risk 
Ways to be in control, helping others, problem awareness, 
joint problem-solving, joint decisions, collaborative 
management, collaborative board, integrated team, goal 
conflict, contract conflict 
Dependency on client and main contractor 
Behaviour of main contractor and subcontractors in 
negotiations. 
New party, trust, collaborative experience, prior work 
together, incentive experience, collaborative, technical, 
managerial, and behavioural reputation 
Signing the contract, signing collaboration declaration 

Interviews: 
Approach to set of PBC parties, role in the contract 
design, reciprocal interdependency, other 
interdependencies 
Incentive – targets, clarity, measurement, sharing ratio, 
fairness, achievability, attractiveness 
Risk-sharing ratio, risk size, fairness 
Dependency risk 
Ways to be in control, helping others, problem 
awareness, joint problem-solving, 
Collaborative management, collaborative board, joint 
decisions 
Dependency on client and main contractor 
Behaviour of main contractor and subcontractors in 
negotiations 
New party, trust, collaborative experience, prior work 
together, incentive experience, collaborative, technical, 
managerial, and behavioural reputation 
Early contractor involvement, joint planning, saving/ 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued ) 

Project Alpha Project Beta Project Gamma 

improvement opportunities 
Signing the contract, signing collaboration declaration 

improvement opportunities 
Signing the contract, signing collaboration declaration 

Documents: 
Incentive sharing ratio, calculation 
Incentive risk, team budget, scaffolding budget, 
calculation, fairness 
Bilateral contract, liabilities, penalty size 
Collaborative project management, governance board, 
execution leadership team, information sharing, no- 
blame culture, commitment to collaborate, partners 
declaration, teaming agreement 

Documents: 
Incentive sharing ratio, calculation 
Bilateral contract, individual reward 
Collaborative project management, alliance board, 
integrated team, meeting protocols, information sharing, 
commitment to collaborate, alliance declaration 

Documents: 
Incentive sharing ratio, calculation 
Incentive risk-sharing ratio, calculation, risk size 
Improvement opportunities from early contractor 
involvement 
Collaborative project management, alliance board, 
management team, information sharing, no-blame 
culture, commitment to collaborate, alliance contract, 
alliance charter   

Step 3. Axial coding to connect all codes/themes back to factors that affect supplier motivation to engage in a multiparty PBC   

Outcome attributability Collaborative 
relationships 

Reward design 

Participation in joint 
management/ 
control 

Early involvement Reputation Codification of 
intentions to 
collaborate 

Target achievability Collaborative negotiating 
behaviour of buyer 
Behavioural reputation of 
buyer 
Codification of intentions 
to collaborate information 
– fairness and openness 

Sharing ratio based 
on individual input 
or equal 
Conflict between 
individual contracts 
Reward 
attractiveness 
Risk amount 

Collaborative board 
Collaborative project 
management 
Integrated team 
Intention to 
collectively control 
outcome creation 
Intention to 
collaborate 

Participation in 
joint planning 
Identification of 
improvement 
opportunities 

(No) shadow of the 
past Technical and 
managerial reputation 
Behavioural 
reputation 

Commitment to 
collaborate 
Information 
sharing 
No blame 
approach 

Early involvement to 
identify savings (target 
cost contract) and 
improve targets   

Step 4. Link of factors to the three antecedents of supplier motivation according to Expectancy theory    

Expectancy Instrumentality Valence 

Commitment to participate in 
collaborative management and control 

Perception of control over the outcome 
creation process (+) 

Fair future behaviour of the buyer and 
other parties (+)  

Early involvement Perception of control over the outcome 
creation process (+) 
Achievability of targets (+)  

Perception of reward attractiveness - (savings) 
for target cost contracts (+) 

Reputation (technical, managerial, 
behavioural) 

Perception of parties’ capabilities to 
perform (+) 
Trust in managerial capabilities of main 
contractor/client (+) 

Perception of fairness of buyer based on 
prior behaviours (+)  

Codified commitment to collaborate Perception of parties’ commitment and 
alignment of interests (+) 

Perception of transparency and 
information sharing (+)  

PBC design Non-achievability of reward (− ) Fair reward sharing (+) based on the 
value of individual input 

Reward amount (+)   
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